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ABSTRACT
Ludwig, Paul A. M.S., University of Southern Indiana, July, 1989.

Ergonomic Study of Operations Related to PVC Pipe Compounding. Major
Professor: Larry Goss.

Cresline Plastic Pipe Company has become concerned with possible
human factor design problems in the Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) pipe
compounding operation. PVC compounding is the addition of minor
ingredients to the PVC raw resin to prevent the PVC from degrading
and to aid in process control during extrusion. Cresline is currently
in the process of increasing the production rate of the PVC compounding
operation. An ergonomic study was performed to evaluate current and
potential human factor problems. The main focus of the ergonomic study
deals with the mixer attendant who manually adds the minor ingredients
to the PVC resin. The study evaluates work height levels, vision angles,
wrist orientation and manual lifting requirements of the mixer
attendant. A revised work area and work flow pattern are developed for
the compounding operation. The revised work area is evaluated as it
relates to work conditions and with respect to actual cost, also the
effects of change in the work area as it relates to the mixer attendant.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Ergonomics

In the united states the terminology of "human

factors" and "human engineering" has been replaced

by the term "ergonomics". One has only to read

an automobile sales brochure to see the phrase

"Ergonomically Designed Dashboard". One positive note

with the recent emergence of ergonomics in the U.s.

vocabulary is an broader awareness of the importance of

human factors in design.

Ergonomics is the scientific study of the relationship

between man and his working environment. Environment

relates not only to the physical location, but to the

worker's tools and materials, his methods of work, and

how they are organized. Work is related to the nature

of man, his abilities, capacities and limitations. [1]

The main objective of ergonomics is to produce

increased efficiency of human activity by providing

information for use in design decisions. It should

enable the activity cost to the person to be minimized

by removing features in design that are likely to cause

inefficiency or physical disability. [2] An end goal in
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the use of ergonomics is to create an awareness in

industry of the importance of considering human factors

when planning work areas.

When equipment is intended for interaction with people

it should be designed as a man-machine system. Of

course, compromises may be needed in design or layout of

equipment to reflect constraints imposed by economics,

physical environment, and the requirements of the

machine itself.

Man-Machine Systems

In the real world, it often appears that the piece of

equipment is designed first and then the operator is

added. Failure to consider the needs of the operator

leaves him to adjust to an often unsatisfactory

arrangement of controls and displays. The situation of

adding the operator to the machine last stems from

either of two possible factors. It could be caused by

designing equipment without regard to the operator, or

it could result from a new design being simply a

modification of an older design. [3] The latter

approach appears to result from industry acceptance of a

philosophy that because a machine has "always been that

way," there is no good reason to change it. The phrase

"If it's not broken why fix it" is a common answer

concerning equipment modifications for ergonomic reasons.
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Ideally, equipment design should start with the

operator, who should have his equipment laid out around

him in positions which will ensure: that his posture is

adequate, that he can see what he has to do, and that he

can operate his controls in the most effective

manner. [4]

Cresline Plastic Pipe Company has become concerned with

possible human factor design problems with the Polyvinyl

Chloride (PVC), pipe compounding operation. Cresline is

currently engaged in a series of actions designed to

increase output rates of its compounding operation. The

compounding operation currently has several internal

process delays, these delays are referred to as

"bottlenecking". The action taken by Cresline to remove

the internal process delays in the compounding operation

is referred to as "debottlenecking" the operation.

Increased output of the compounding operation would only

worsen the human factor concerns. The focus of this

project is to study the human factor design problems of

the compounding operation and to design or recommend

possible corrections.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

Cresline Plastic Pipe Co. ,Inc.

Cresline Plastic Pipe Company is located in Henderson,

Kentucky. The plant was constructed during the spring

and summer of 1966, with actual production starting on

October 12th, 1966. Cresline has added three additional

manufacturing sites, located in Mechanicsburg,

Pennsylvania, Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Corsicana,

Texas. All four Cresline plants manufacture products

for the plastic pipe market, This market includes

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride

(CPVC), Polyethylene (PE), and Acyrlonitirle-

Butadiene-styrene (ABS) plastic pipe for use in all

phases of commercial and residential plumbing. Annual

production for the four plants is in the plus

lOa-million pound range or approximately SaO-million

feet of plastic pipe per year. PVC pipe is close to

85% of the total production.

The Henderson, Kentucky, plant is currently the largest

Cresline manufacturing site, with approximately 125

hourly employees. Hourly employees are represented by

the International Association of Machinists, Local 2186.

Cresline processes plastics by use of extrusion
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techniques by utilizing seven conical twin-screw

extruders for PVC and CPVC production and two single

screw extruders for PE and ABS production.

PVC Compounding

Of the four types of piping products used at Cresline,

only one material (PVC) requires compounding.

compounding is the addition of minor ingredients to the

basic resin material. The other three plastic materials

CPVC, PE and ABS, are used as received by Cresline and

require no additional ingredients before extrusion

processing. At the Cresline-Henderson location, PVC

production is in the 40-million pound-per-year range.

When Cresline-Henderson first started production in

1966, the company did not utilize a PVC compounding

operation. From 1966 to 1969, Cresline purchased

preblended PVC compound in fifty pound bags. In 1969,

Cresline decided to start in-house compounding of PVC.

Two reasons affecting the decision for in-house

compounding were increases in material cost and need for

better control over actual PVC compound. To understand

compounding one must first understand why additional

ingredients are required. The ingredients designated as

minor ingredients are added to PVC resin to prevent the

PVC from degrading during the extrusion process. Also,

the minor ingredients can aid in the extrusion process

and act to modify the PVC material to meet certain
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performance parameters. A list of the most common minor

ingredients and main reason for their addition to the

PVC resin follows;

1) stabilizer -- Liquid tin, the main

ingredient that prevents degradation of PVC during

extrusion.

2) Paraffinic Wax -- Has a melting point of

165'F and acts as a lubricant between PVC particles

themselves and PVC particles to metal surfaces.

3) Calcium stearate -- Internal lubricant

that penetrates the PVC particles for molecular

lubrication.

4) Polyethylene Wax -- External lubricant and

reinforcement for the paraffinic wax.

5) Titanium Dioxide -- Ultra-violet absorber

that prevents the pipe from losing its natural white

color when exposed to direct sunlight.

6) Calcium Carbonate -- Crushed limestone,

not actually required in the extrusion process, but acts

as a filler for material cost savings.
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CHAPTER 3

CRESLINE PVC COMPOUNDING OPERATION

In 1969, Cresline put into operation a compounding

system from the Welex corporation. The Welex

compounding system model 300/800 MC is shown in

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Welex Compounding System

In 1973, Cresline decided to replace the Welex

compounder with the current Littleford compounder. The

rationale for replacing the Welex compounder with a

Littleford compounder follows;
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1) The Littleford cooler uses a horizontal

cooling chamber, at that time it was believed to be a

more efficient cooling method than the bowl cooler of

the Welex unit.

2) The Littleford unit offered a larger

compounding capacity.

3) Cresline was in the process of building

its second manufacturing site in Mechanicsburg,

Pennsylvania, and the Welex unit could be utilized at

that plant location.

A representative Littleford mixing system is shown in

Figure 2. A breakdown of the compounding operation

follows;

1) PVC resin is received by railcar and

stored in a resin silo.

2) Resin is then conveyed from the silo to

the compounding area.

3) At the compounding area, five powder

ingredients and one liquid ingredient are added to the

resin.

4) After completion of the compounding, the

PVC material, now designated as PVC compound, is conveyed

to a compound silo.

The six minor ingredients are added to the PVC resin in

the mixing phase of the compounding operation. A
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Littleford mixer independent from the compounding system

is shown in Figure 3. The mixer provides controlled,

rapid and homogeneous mixing of PVC resin and minor

ingredients. The mixer contains a two-part mixing

impeller system that achieves a high intensity mixing

action. The result of this mixing action is a complete

mix and uniform heat profile. The six minor ingredients

are added to the PVC mixer when the resin reaches a

temperature of 150° to 180°F. Frictional heat generated

from the impeller system rapidly raises the compound to

the desired temperature level. The 150° to 180°F

temperature allows the PVC resin to rapidly absorb the

minor ingredients. Heat generated during the mixing

cycle must be removed to control the heat history of the

dry blend and improve its flow characteristics. A

Littleford cooler (Figure 4) is used to reduce the blend

temperature to 125°F. The cooler has specialized mixing

tools mounted on a horizontal shaft. The cooler also

has a chilled water jacket. The internal mixing action

constantly exposes the PVC compound to the chilled

cooler surface and results in a heat exchange. In a

compounding operation, the time required to heat up the

PVC and add the minor ingredients should equal the time

required to cool the PVC compound. Thus, the mixer and

cooler can operate simultaneously. As the cooler is

reducing the temperature of a PVC compound batch, the

mixer should be heating up the next batch of PVC.
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Figure 2. Littleford Mixing system



Figure 3. Littleford Mixer

Figure 4. Littleford Cooler
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Replacing the Welex compounder with a new Littleford

600/1200 compounder posed a major problem. The problem

involved the fact that the two PVC compound silos could

only hold a three to four day reserve of PVC compound.

Thus, if the compounder was shut down for more than

three to four days the plant would have to stop PVC pipe

production. The decision was made to install the new

Littleford compounding system around the operating Welex

compounder and then switch over. This installation

posed a major engineering challenge and in all

probability led to some of the current ergonomic design

problems. The Littleford compounder as installed at

Cresline is shown in Figure 5.

12

Figure 5. Installed Littleford Compounder
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In 1973, PVC extruders where capable of transforming PVC

material into pipe at a rate of 300 to 350 pounds-per-

hour. The capacity of the Littleford compounder system

in 1973 was probably around 100,000 pounds-per-day.

with five to seven PVC extruders operating 24 hours-per-

day the maximum required PVC compound was only 58,000

pounds-per-day. Thus the Littleford compounder was

operated only one to two shifts per day and well below

full capacity rates. In the past 16 years amazing

strides have been made in extrusion process technology.

Today the PVC extruders are capable of rates in the

1,200 to 1,300 pound-per-hour range. Now, with seven

PVC extruders operating continuously the required PVC

compound is 201,000 to 218,000 pounds-per-day.

Obviously, PVC production has exceeded the capacity of

the compounder. The Littleford compounder, in the 16

years since installation has seen little or no change in

actual equipment technology. In 1988, at full capacity,

the compounder was able to produce about 150,000 pounds-

per-day. with the plant at full capacity and the

compounder at full capacity, there exists a 60,000 to

70,000 pound-per-day shortage. Modifications were

required for the compounder due to the potential lack of

compound available for production. The compounder at

first was operated on weekends to help meet the capacity

difference. The compound produced during the weekend

was used to fill two compound silos. The two compound
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silos, when full, gave the compounding operation a

300,000 pound PVC compound buffer. However, problems

arose when production was also required to run weekends

to meet sales requirements. During seasonal sales

peaks, the compounding operation would run every weekend

with pipe production running every other weekend at a

modified level. This constant weekend operation of the

compounder and the effects on actual production levels

was not only costly in wages but also resulted in

potential sales loss due to shortages of actual pipe

production. An on-going study of the compounder rate

was initiated. This study looked at the operation of

the compounder itself and at dependent related

equipment. The use of a "Mixer Rate Data Sheet"

(Figure 6) not only gave a better understanding of the

equipme~t but exposed several potential bottlenecking

features. The mixer rate data sheet provided a process

breakdown of the compounding operation. Evaluation of

the cycle times for each respective process operation

revealed actual process delays.



Plant' _ Mixer Type._~ __

HtJ(ER RATEDATASI!EET

Hake of R"a1n ~ Outside Te..p.~_o,

Dat"· _

Outsid" Hu",tdiry !lour Meter

Reain tnto Mlxer__ ~' Reain into Cooler ' Ingred. __ ' Total Batch __ ~'

Reain fro", Silo'_ Compound into Silo ,_ Mixer Dump tl__ op Cooler Dump tl O,

CYCLETIMES: Beginning at "A", record
elapsed times thrll "F". Time "c" & "H"
aeparately.

This Data By Batch Delay T1me
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A. Begin Resin Dump into Mixer

TilOe of Day

B. Mixer Door Opens

C. Hixer Door Closes

D. Cooler Door Opens

1'.. Cooler Door Closes

F. C"",pound Ilopper Empty

C. Tille to Pill Mixer Resin Hopper
(Prom Aeropa&s Vslve Open to Clos,,)

II. Ti..e to Fill Cooler Resin Hopper
(Prolll Aeropaes Value Open to Close)

CooHng nm" .. D - B

Mixing Time" B - A

Convl!ying Out Timl! .. F - 0

Convl!ylng In Timl! .. C + II

Cr Lt tc eL Mixing Pl!rl.od .. C _ A

Crftled Cooling Period .. E - B

Critics! Conveying Out Period .. F - D

'J'otal !latch 'i'illll! .. C - A + lI~teh ll<!lay 1"1mel Critics! Conveying In Period .. C + H

Figure 6. Mixer Rate Data Sheet
I

The Littleford compounder at Henderson uses a "double

batch" method of compounding.

actual operation follows;

A breakdown of the

1) The Littleford compounder (Figure 7)

shows the mixer supplied by a hopper of PVC resin and a

hopper of PVC resin directly feeding the cooler. At the

cooler discharge, an auger assembly is used to transport

the PVC compound to a secondary hopper for conveyance to

the silo.
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Figure 7. Detail of Littleford Compounder

2) The mixer (Figure B) is on the actual

working platform. The PVC resin dumped into the mixer

from the hopper is half the total batch weight for the

PVC resin.

3) The mixer brings the resin up to required

minor ingredient discharge temperature by internal

frictional heat.

4) The dry minor ingredients are loaded by

hand into the two smaller hoppers on the mixer (Figure

B.) and dumped automatically into the mixer at a preset

temperature. There is a completely automatic loading

system for adding the one liquid minor ingredient.
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Figure 8. The Compound Mixer.

5) The PVC resin and minor ingredients are

blended together in the mixer until the PVC compound

reaches a preset temperature. The mixer then discharges

the PVC compound into the cooler.

6) The PVC compound in the cooler is then

joined by the other half of the required batch weight of

PVC resin. This is accomplished by a PVC resin hopper

feeding directly to the cooler (Figure 9).

7) The PVC compound remains in the cooler

until it reaches a preset temperature.
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8) When the cooler lowers the PVC compound

to the required temperature it discharges the PVC

compound into an auger assembly. The auger transports

the PVC compound to a secondary hopper.

9) When the material from the cooler has

been fully discharged, the mixer should be nearly ready

to discharge the next load of heated PVC.

Figure 9. PVC Resin Hopper.

The compounding operation cycle is shown graphically in

Figure 10. Several of the operational functions

overlap, and this overlap causes the majority of

bottlenecking for the total operation.



Mixing Titoe 000. c veying Out Time Conveying In Time

'" !''''-ce Hnl! Tll1e
'"Critical Mixln l' riod Crit 00' Cnnve '" oce Crltical Conve In '0

Pertod Period
C iticDl CooHn

Period

C + II

l 19

, c
12-20-79

Figure 10. Compounding Operation Cycle.

Bottlenecking

The Littleford compounder uses timers and preset

temperature controllers for its operation. This system

is automatic except for the addition of minor

ingredients into the two small hoppers on the mixer.

The first studies of the compounding operation revealed

that the majority of bottlenecking was the result of

safety-induced delays in the operation. A costly delay

was the preset batch-delay timer. since the mixer and

cooler both discharge the PVC compound at a preset

temperature, the possibility existed that the mixer

would discharge PVC compound into the cooler at the same

time the cooler was discharging into the auger assembly.

This would result in hot PVC compound moving directly

through the cooler into the auger assembly without

undergoing cooling. The batch delay timer is used to

delay the PVC resin in the hopper atop the mixer from

entering the mixer. The delay increases the time

between mixer batches and allows the cooler an
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additional cycle time period. Since the actual required

batch time delay varies with seasonal ambient

temperature and the compounder itself, the preset batch

time delay was changed to an adjustable batch time delay

controlled by the mixer attendant. A second preset

timer controlled the cooler discharge door. When the

cooler has lowered the temperature of the PVC compound,

the cooler discharge door will open for the preset time

to allow the PVC compound to enter the auger assembly.

By placing sight glasses at the point of the cooler

discharge door, the actual time required for complete

discharge of PVC compound from the cooler to the auger

assembly was determined. The actual time for cooler

discharge was one-third the preset time. After re-

evaluation of preset temperatures and timers the actual

components of the compounder were studied. Two major

component bottlenecking features were discovered;

1) The cooler in the winter months had no

problem keeping up with the mixer times. This was the

result of the PVC resin being supplied directly from a

hopper to the cooler. This resin was at outside ambient

temperature. In winter the resin acted as a cooling

source. In summer the resin temperature does not aid

the cooler and cooler times increase to almost twice the

mixer times.

2) The time required to convey the PVC resin

from the silo to the two compounding hoppers. A blower
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system is used to convey the PVC resin from the silo to

the two compounder hoppers. The blower produces

pressurized air that conveys the PVC resin in 3-inch

material lines to the hoppers. In the winter months,

the time to convey material exceeded the compounding

time and thus resulted in a delay. In the summer

months, the convey time was well below the compounding

time because of the increase cooler times and no delay

was encountered. The bottlenecking of the compounding

operation is the cooler in the summer and the time to

convey material from the silo to the resin hoppers in

the winter.

In debottlenecking these operations, Cresline had

basically two options, to modify existing equipment or

to replace the equipment. The process of

debottlenecking resulted in the following:

1) A Littleford K1600 cooler was purchased

to replace the present K1200 cooler. The K1600 cooler

was installed during the two week Christmas shutdown in

1988. The K1600 cooler has a working capacity 33%

larger than the K1200 model. The addition of this

capacity will not be fully realized until the summer

months of 1989.

2) The modification of the PVC resin

conveying-in system. This involved increasing the size

of the blower and the material-conveying lines from the
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silo to the two resin hoppers. This modification

resulted in a 40% reduction in the time required to

convey the PVC resin from the silo and fill the two

compounder hoppers.

with the new cooler and modified PVC resin conveying

system, the projected output for the compounder is

175,000 pounds per day. This figure is still below the

full capacity requirement for production. Cresline,

will continue to explore options to increase the

compounding operation output.
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CHAPTER 4

MIXER ATTENDANT

The compounding operation is staffed by one mixer

attendant per shift. The mixer attendant is responsible

for the addition of minor ingredients and for monitoring

the control panel of the compounder. The mixer

attendant works on a lO-foot high platform adjacent to

the mixer and control panel. The work platform is shown

in Figure 11 and the control panel in Figure 12.

The recent debottlenecking of the compounder to increase

output rate has led to potential ergonomic problems in

the man-machine compounder system. The relationship

between the mixer attendant and his work requirements

are the main focus of this project.

The practice of letting the man adapt to the machine is

a common problem in industry today. Although the

potential human factors were questioned during

debottlenecking of the compounder at Cresline, the main

emphasis was on the machine and not the man.
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Figure 11. Work Platform.

Figure 12. Control Panel.
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Job Routine

To help understand the actual activities of the mixer

attendant, a job routine breakdown follows;

1) The weighing of five dry minor

ingredients for each mixer batch (Figure 13).

2) Adding the minor ingredients to the two
small hoppers on the mixer (Figure 14).

3) Monitoring the compounder control panel

for correct operation and adjusting the batch delay

timer.

4) Restocking of minor ingredients at the

end of the production shift (Figure 15a,b,c).

5) General clean-up of work area (Figure 16).

The mixer attendant usually works a nine-hour production

shift -- eight hours regular and one hour of overtime.

A typical nine hour production shift schedule breakdown

is:
1) Seven hours of actual work on the

platform.

2) Two breaks (15 minutes each).

3) Lunch break (30 minutes).

4) Restocking of minor ingredients and

cleanup of work area and employee cleanup

time (60 minutes).
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Figure 13. Weighing Minor Ingredients.

Figure 14. Adding Minor Ingredients.
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Figure I5a. Restocking Minor Ingredients.

Figure I5b. Restocking Minor Ingredients.
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Figure 15c. Restocking Minor Ingredients.

"-
Figure 16. Clean-up.
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During the seven hours on the mixer platform the mixer

attendant will weigh minor ingredients for 62 batches.

The total weight of the five dry minor ingredients for

each batch is 60.37 pounds. with 60.37 pounds-per-batch

and 62 batches-per-shift, a total of 3743 pounds is

weighed per production shift. At first, the total

pounds the mixer attendant handles (3743 pounds) would

not necessarily seem out of line. However, observation

of the work-place design and the process the mixer

attendant uses reveals that there are major problems.

The calcium carbonate, which accounts for 38 pounds of

the 60.37 pounds, is handled five times. The four other

minor ingredients (22.37 pounds) are handled six times.

The rehandling of the minor ingredients are caused by

the current work layout arrangement of the compounding

area. Because of rehandling, the 3743 pounds increases

to 20,102 pounds or just over 10 tons per production

shift.

Future Job Requirements

with the debottlenecking of the compounder, the number

of batches will increase. The projected number of

batches after the PVC resin conveying system is modified

should reach 70. This increase in capacity would result

in a 13% increase in lifting from 20,102 pounds to

22,695 pounds per shift. To help understand the

handling and lifting requirement of the minor
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ingredients, a breakdown of lifts follows;

Lift 1 -- Restocking of four minor

ingredients (Figure 15a & b).

Lift 2 -- Lifting the minor ingredient from

the pallet (Figure 17).

Lift 3 -- Carrying the minor ingredients from

the pallet and placement into the 55 gallon drums

(Figure 18) and carrying the weighted minor ingredients

to the small hoppers atop the mixer. The assumption is

made that the carrying of the minor ingredients and

placement into the 55 gallon drums is equal to a

complete lift. A break-down of lift 3 would result in

25% of the total lift for material placement into the

drums and 75% of the lift for carrying the material to

and from the work area.

Lift 4 -- scooping out material into buckets

for correct ingredient weight (Figure 19).

Lift 5 -- Lifting the weighed material in

the bucket to the work bench adjacent to the mixer

(Figure 20).
Lift 6 -- Pouring ingredients in the bucket

into the small hoppers on the mixer (Figure 21).

Survey

From observation of the work place design and the

handling of materials, several obvious human factor
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problems were detected. The human factors problems stem

from two sources. The first problem is the actual

design arrangement of the work place, the second is the

repeated handling and lifting of material. A survey

(Appendix A) was administered to the three mixer

attendants. The result of the survey revealed

additional problems and reinforced known problems. All

three attendants noted dust and lifting as major

complaints related to their job.

The material lifting requirement is directly related to

the workplace design. Changes in the workplace could

have a positive or negative effect on material handling

requirements.
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Figure 17. Minor Ingredient Pallet.

Figure 18. Refilling Ingredient Drum.
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Figure 19. Scooping Minor Ingredients.

Figure 20. Work Bench.
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Figure 21. Loading Small Hoppers.
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CHAPTER 5

WORK PLACE DESIGN

Current Arrangement

The arrangement of the work place can directly affect

how efficiently people perform tasks. Some general

considerations when designing a production workplace are

as follows;[5]

1) Lines of sight for operations should be

kept clear.

2) Noisy, heat-producing, odor-producing, or

visually distracting operations should be modified or

located so as to minimize their effects.

3) Work area arrangement with product flow

principally in one direction, resulting in minimal

rehandling.

4) Postural flexibility and change should be

provided.

The current work place arrangement for the compounder is

shown in Figure 22a. The work flow pattern is shown in

Figure 22b.
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Work Height

Working height is of critical importance in the work

place design. The work height has a direct effect on

postural flexibility. The work height determines the

angle of abduction of the arm. The most favorable

working height for hard work while standing is 2 to 4

inches below elbow level. [6] The average elbow height,

which is the distance from floor to underside of elbow

when it is bent at a right angle with the upper arm

vertical is 41.3 inches for men. [7] Therefore a working

height of 37.3 to 39.3 inches would be favorable for

men. When the working height is too high the angle of

abduction increases. The stick figures in Figure 23

show the relationship between work height and the angle

of abduction. By raising the work height 3 inches above

optimum, the angle of abduction of the humerus is between

40 and 50 degrees. [8] The humerus is the bone located

in the upper arm, refer to Appendix B for anatomical

locations.

I I I I I~0666
O· 8· 23· 33· 41·

0" 1/8" I"

Figure 23. Angle of Abduction.
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As the angle of abduction increases, the upper limb

center of mass moves away from the body, and thus

increases forces acting on the shoulder joint. [9J

Therefore, the higher the elbow is held away from the

body the farther the center of mass is moved from the

body. This results in stress and strain on the upper

trapezius. [10] An angle of 40 degrees results in

stress on the upper fibers of the trapezius roughly

eight times that of an angle of 20 degrees and

approximately 64 times as much as an angle of 10

degrees. [11]

In evaluation of work height and related angle of

abduction for the mixer attendant, two problems arise.

The 55-gallon drums are at a height of 34 inches, but

the placement of the plastic bucket (Figure 24a) adds 10

to 14 inches to the work height. Thus, the work height

is 44 to 48 inches which is 4.7 to 8.7 inches above

optimum. When the bucket is placed on the scale

(Figure 24b) the work height increases to between 51 and

55 inches. The effects of the work height can be seen

by a dramatic increase in the angle of abduction of the

upper arm. The end result in this incorrect work height

is that the shoulders must be lifted to compensate for

the height. This action may lead to painful cramps at

the level of the shoulder blades and in the neck and

shoulders. [12]
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Figure 24a. Working Height of Ingredient Bucket.

Figure 24b. Working Height of Ingredient Bucket.
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straight Wrist

with work heights above optimum elevation, concerns also

arise related to the use of the wrist. When the wrist

is severely bent out of alignment repeatedly from the

forearm, problems occur. In turning the material scoop

downward the mixer attendant must bend his wrist (Figure

25). This bending action of the wrist will cause flexor

tendons of the fingers to bend and bunch up in the

carpal tunnel. [13]

Figure 25. Bent Wrist of Mixer Attendant.

This bending action can lead to tenosynovitis, an

inflammation of the tendons and their sheaths. [14]

The excessive bending of the wrist also can cause a

condition called carpal tunnel syndrome. [15] Carpal

tunnel syndrome is a disorder that is a result of injury

to the median nerve where it goes through the carpal
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tunnel in the wrist. [16] The symptoms range from

numbness, to loss of feeling with possible loss of hand

functions. [17] The correction of work height and

possible changes in material scoop design could help

reduce the extent and frequency of wrist bending and

avoid carpal tunnel syndrome.

The idea of bending the tool, and not the wrist, was

studied by Tichauer (1976). Figure 26 shows the effects

of bending a tool as it relates to reduction in possible

wrist damage. Thus, it appears that efforts to produce

a more natural alignment between the wrist and forearm

could result in fewer problems with wrist disorders.

Modifications to existing hand scoop or purchasing a

new design hand scoop could help prevent wrist

disorders.

10

o 2 4 6 8 10 12
weees of trOln,ng

--------'
Figure 26. Bent Tool study by Tichauer (1976).
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Redesigned Work Area

with the problems of the current work place arrangement

noted, a redesigned work area was developed. The new

work place arrangement is shown in Figure 27a. The new

work flow pattern is shown in Figure 27b. The new

design allows for flow in one direction with reduced

rehandling. The work height of the new design was

modified with the intent of reducing the angle of

abduction of the arm.

Work Area Layout

In the redesigned work area, the weighing of materials

is reallocated into two physical locations instead of

one as in the original design. with two work areas, the

compounder required two scales. The old work area had a

back-up scale available. This back-up scale was

utilized in the redesigned work area. One work area is

exclusively for the weight measurement of calcium

carbonate because calcium carbonate accounts for 63% of

the total batch weight. As seen in Figure 27a and

Figure 28, a pallet of calcium carbonate is located

behind the calcium carbonate work area. Also in the

calcium carbonate work area is a work bench, 55-gallon

drum and scale. with the new arrangement, the calcium

carbonate flows in one direction toward the mixer

hoppers. The weighed calcium carbonate can remain on

the scale until it is loaded into the mixer hoppers
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Figure 28. Calcium Carbonate Work Area.

Figure 29. Calcium Carbonate on Scale.

(Figure 29), thus eliminating a lift. The second work

area is used to handle the remaining batch minor

ingredients. Calcium stearate, titanium dioxide,
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paraffin wax and PE wax are stored, handled, and weighed

in this area. As shown in Figure 27a, a pallet of

calcium stearate, titanium dioxide, and paraffin wax are

now located on the mixer platform. The calcium

stearate, titanium dioxide and paraffin wax account for

95% of the batch weight for the four minor ingredients

in the second work area. The PE wax accounts for only

5% or a little over 1 pound on each batch. with the

pallets of calcium stearate, titanium dioxide and

paraffin wax on the platform, the minor ingredient

pallet on the old work area design is no longer

required. By placing full pallets on the mixer work

platform, the required restocking of the minor ingredient

pallet is also no longer needed. The work flow in the

second work area, although not totally one-directional,

is a vast improvement over the old design. Figure 30

shows the arrangement of the work area with the 3 drums

and the PE wax bag located to the right of the scale.

The four minor ingredients are weighed out with the

bucket remaining on the scale until required addition of

minor ingredients into the two small hoppers. This

allows for complete removal of the old work bench

located by the mixer in the old work area design.
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Figure 30. Second Work Area.

Standard Work Height

until recently, the data available for human dimensions

came from military studies on healthy young men. [18]

However, the actual industrial workforce is comprised of

men and women between the ages of 17 and 70. [19] Using

military studies for human dimensions for workplace

design can result in a non-optimal design for about 75%

of the potential industrial workforce. [20] Designing

workplaces to accommodate most workers can be a complex

task. The design requires careful thought on how the

design will affect both extremes of the population,

making trade-offs for both extremes. [21] In the old

work area layout, the work height was greatly above the

suitable work height. To determine a new work height,
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several factors must be considered to meet the needs of

the workforce. It was noted that the favorable work

height for hard work while standing is 2 to 4 inches

below elbow height, and that the average elbow height

for man was 41.3 inches. A closer look at the 41.3 inch

measurement reveals the height is from a study by

Grandjean for an average European man.

In the redesigned work area, the work height still

should be 2 to 4 inches below elbow height, but the

elbow height should relate to the actual workforce

population at Cresline. The anthropometric data used

for determining elbow height is from a military study on

a 50/50, male/female population. The actual

anthropometric data are provided in Appendix C.

The 50/50, male/female, population is from military

data. Thus, the dimensions for elbow heights are lower

than for man alone and they should relate closer to the

industrial population. Consideration of hiring a female

mixer attendant, although slim, is possible. The elbow

height for a 50/50, male/female population follows;

5th percentile,

50th percentile,

95th percentile,

38 inches

42 inches

46 inches
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The range of elbow height is 8 inches. with the

favorable work height for hard work while standing at 2

to 4 inches below elbow height, the ideal work height

falls into the following;

5th percentile,

50th percentile,

95th percentile,

34 to 36 inches

38 to 40 inches

42 to 44 inches

If the work height is located at 42 inches for the 95th

percentile, the height would be too high for over 50% of

the work force. And if the work height is 34 inches,

the work is below the favorable height for over 50% of

the work force. By trading off between the too-high for

short people and the too-low for tall people, the work

surface is set at 36 inches. This height will

accommodate a short person. The 36-inch work height

allows the current hand scoop to be used and no

modification or new design is required. The 36-inch

work height should also help with respect to maintaining

a straight wrist by providing a more natural alignment

between the wrist and forearm. The minor ingredients in

the 55-gallon drums are frequently restocked to maintain

the new work height.

Dimensions for Visual Work

When standing, the area of the working field that needs
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to be kept in constant view must be placed so that the

operators head remains comfortable. Too much tilt of

the head either up or down results in aches in the neck

muscles. [22]

The values for preferred viewing angles are shown in

Figure 31. A 30 degree angle below the horizontal line

of sight is the preferred viewing angle for standing

work. [23] The viewing angle must be taken into account

for the redesigned work area. The mixer attendant must

EE Display
Horizontal

A Line of Sight rA~r~~~~~~~~01~~~-
B ~fe~~~~Position l!l 40' _~~:~~;;"'::::::~~~'

c Seated Reading C_ :: -
Standing Work

o Seated Work D, .>

(a) Side View, Vertical Viewing Angles

Display

(b) Top View, Lateral Viewing Angles

Figure 31. Preferred Viewing Angles (Eastman Kodak)
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observe scale readings (Figure 32) for correct batch

weight measurements. with the 36-inch work height,

possible problems with viewing angles are exposed.

The standing eye height measurement is from the floor to

the eye. This height ranges from 58 to 69 inches in

most industrial populations. [24] The 58 to 69-inch eye

height assumes normal clothing, includes shoes, and

accounts for normal postural slump. [25]

To find the 30 degree angle height, the distance from

the scale face to the mixer attendant was determined by

Figure 32. Scale Readings.
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actual physical measurements. For the three current

mixer attendants at Cresline this distance averaged 31

inches. The visual range from horizontal line of sight

to the 30 degree angle is then found by;

Tan 30° = x / 31 inches

x = 17.9 inches

The dial markings of the scale should be located no

lower than 40 to 51 inches to maintain the 30 degree

angle. Ideally, the lower measurement values should be

located no lower than 51 inches. The 51-inch value

allows for visual angle less than 30 degrees for the 5th

to 95th percentile of the workforce population.

New Work Height

Since the scale height placement affects the work height

and viewing angle, both factors must be considered. The

current scale used on the compounder is a Toledo dial

scale. The distance from the bottom of the scale to the

lowest dial marking is 20 inches. Placement of the

scale so that the bucket is at the 36-inch work height

results in the bottom dial markings of the scale at a

height of 37 inches. Placement of the scale so that the

bottom dial markings of the scale are at 51 inches,

results in a work height of 50 inches. A compromise was

required between work height and viewing angle. A
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series of trial heights of the scale resulted in a 39-

inch work height preferred by the current mixer

attendants. This 39-inch work height results in a

bottom-of-the-scale face measurement value of 40 inches.

The 39-inch work height does result in an increased

angle of abduction of the arm above optimum, but the

angle is still below the angle of the old work height

(Figure 33). The 39-inch work height only affects the

work area for the scale used to weigh the four minor

ingredients.

Figure 33. Angle of Abduction in Revised Work Place.

The scale for the calcium carbonate can be placed at the

36-inch work height, since the scale dial markings

corresponding to the commonly measured weights of

calcium carbonate are close to the top of the scale

dial. Since the back-up scale for the compounder was
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utilized in the second work area a new back-up scale is

now required. The opportunity to obtain a scale to

avoid the work-height/ viewing-angle compromise was

possible. A Detecto bench scale, model 1450, was

ordered. The Detecto scale information is provided in

Appendix D. The new Detecto scale will have a remote

weight readout that can be located at a distance up to 5

feet from the scale bench. The Detecto scale will

replace the current Toledo scale and thus allow for the

correct work height and optimum viewing angle. The

current Toledo scale will then become the back-up scale

for the redesigned workarea.

other Factors

Several other factors affect work place design. Two

other factors to be considered for this application are

reach distance and clearances for walking. The left

arm's reach can be considered a mirror image of the

right arm's reach. Most people can reach 18 inches in

front of their body without stretching or leaning

forward as long as the object is 43 to 65 inches above

the floor. [26]

since a 55-gallon drum is 24 inches in diameter, the new

work benches were designed to contain a material shelf

which overlaps the drums by 6 inches. As shown

in Figure 34a and 34b, the reach to the material bags is
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18 inches or less. In the new work area design,

clearance for walking between materials was considered.

The minimum clearance for walking is 24 inches. [27J The

24-inch clearance includes a 2-inch clearance on either

side of the shoulders of a very broad-shouldered person.

In the new work area design, a minimum of 24-inch

clearance was used between work areas and material

pallets. [28J

Figure 34a. Reach to Material Bag.
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Figure 34b. Reach to Material Bag.
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CHAPTER 6

HANDLING LOADS

Manual material handling is the major source of

compensable work injuries in the united States. [29J

The problem of how much work a man should do and how much

rest he should take is not a new problem. The develop-

ment of "scientific management" by Taylor in the late

nineteenth century was an effort to evaluate work rate

for the job and appropriate fatigue allowances. [30J

with the old work area design, lifting of loads equalled

over 20,000 pounds per work shift, and after

debottlenecking of the compounder this value would have

increased to over 22,600 pounds-per-shift. The new work

area design does reduce the rehandling of minor

ingredients. Review of the handling of the minor

ingredients on pages 29 to 30, shows the new work area

design removes lift 1 and lift 5. The new design also

reduces the carrying distances by approximately 50%.

Therefore, lift 3 would now become a 62% lift. The new

design cuts the rehandling of the minor ingredients from

5 or 6 lifts-per-ingredient to an average of 3.6 lifts.

Nevertheless, after debottlenecking the compounder
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operation, the mixer attendant with the new design

layout will still handle 15,318 pounds-per-shift,

despite the 32% reduction in lifting attributable to the

redesigned layout of the work area. Even with the

reduction in amount lifted per production shift, the

values still warrant investigation.

Muscle Action

The lifting of material is accomplished by use of the

muscle structure of the human body. The following

section explains how muscles work and what effects

over-use of muscles can have on the human body.

The actual work done is the result of the contraction of

a single muscle or a group of muscles. This contraction

of the muscles is accomplished by the breakdown of

glycogen to lactic acid. Lactic acid is a poisonous by-

product which is subsequently removed from the human

body by oxidation to carbon dioxide and water. [31J

Oxygen is used to remove the lactic acid caused by the

energy-producing reaction, and this removal may continue

for some time after the activity has ended. [32J The

muscular activity does not depend primarily on oxygen to

function. Thus we can perform work when the oxygen

supply is insufficient. Also, this permits humans to

make extreme efforts which would be impossible were the

energy of the muscle obtained directly from the
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oxidation of some substance in the muscle fiber. [33J

The oxygen supply has two sources, from oxygen-enriched

blood or from storage in the red muscle fiber. If work

is aerobic, the oxygen supply can remove all the lactic

acid. [34] If the available oxygen supply is exhausted,

a lactic acid build-up occurs. The build-up of lactic

acid creates an "oxygen debt" which must be repaid when

the work has ended. [35] The build-up of lactic acid

results in the sensation of pain or muscle fatigue. An

example of the build-up of lactic acid occurs when

working with one's arms overhead such as when

repairing or installing an electric fan on the ceiling.

The lactic acid resulting from the work must be oxidized

by the oxygen from the blood, but contraction of the

muscles prevents the blood from flowing into the arm

muscles. with the blood flow cut off, the lactic acid

starts to build up and before very long the muscle

becomes so painful that the arms must be lowered

to allow the muscle to relax and permit the blood to

flow through it and provide a source of oxygen to

oxidize the lactic acid.

To prevent lactic acid build-up, muscular activity

should be intermittent to allow the blood to flow

through the muscle to supply oxygen or facilitate the

paying back of an oxygen debt. [36]
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When muscular exertion has been extended for a long time

period, even without a build-up of oxygen debt, there

may be an accumulation of intra-muscular fluid. [37]

This fluid rests between the muscle fibers and results

in swelling of the muscle and resulting in stiffness and

soreness. [38] Resting the muscles will reduce this

swelling. If the rest is insufficient and continued use

of the muscle occurs, the intra-muscular fluid can

increase. [39] A muscle which is continuously used may

become distended by intra-muscular fluid with possible

deposition of fibrous material which could ultimately

interfere with the normal contraction of the muscle and

cause permanent damage. [40]

Energy Consumption

Metabolism is a chemical process in which food products

are transformed into two forms of energy, that being

heat and motion. [41] The total energy consumption for

a given day is made up of basal metabolism, leisure

calories, and work calories.

Basal metabolism is the consumption of energy for bodily

function. Measurements show that a resting person has a

steady consumption depending on size, weight, and

sex. [42] When the person is lying down, with the

stomach empty, this quantity of energy use is known as

basal metabolism. [43] For the average man this energy
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consumption amounts to 1700 Calories-per-day. [44J

Everyday activities also consume energy which we call

leisure calories. Leisure calories for the average man

are 600 Calories-per-day. [45J As soon as physical work

is performed, energy consumption rises sharply. The

greater the demand made on the muscle the more energy is

consumed. This type of energy consumption is related to

work calories.

A study by Hettinger has shown that a healthy occupation

should involve a daily energy consumption of 3000 to

3500 Calories-per-day for a man. [46J A graphical scale

comparing level of work to energy consumption per 24

hours is shown in Figure 35. In other studies, the daily

energy consumption has been shown to vary from 4,800

Calories (Lehmann) to 4,000 Calories (Edholm). [47J

with the different values of energy consumption

presented, the suggested value corresponding to a level

at which work is maintained as an aerobic activity is

about 5 Calories-per-minute. [48J In an 8-hour work day

the suggested maximum of work calories would be 2,400

Calories, giving an overall total of 4,700 Calories for

energy consumption. A 4,700 Calorie overall energy

consumption in 24 hours corresponds to a severe level of

work according to Hettinger and consequently should be

considered a maximum guideline.
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Figure 35. Work to Energy Consumption (Hettinger).

The most accurate method for measuring energy

consumption is to measure oxygen consumption. The

measurement of oxygen consumption can be done on an

individual at work, but it is rather cumbersome as shown

in Figure 36. Monitoring heart rate can also produce

data that can be related to oxygen consumption, but this

approach requires "calibration" of each individual. [49]

The use of oxygen consumption equipment and the ability

to calibrate heart rate to oxygen consumption requires

trained personnel and a laboratory environment, both of

which are out of the realm of this project.

To find the energy consumption for the mixer attendant,

the work actually performed was compared to conditions
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Figure 36. Measurement of Oxygen Consumption.

of work with known Calorie-per-minute values. Table 1

and Figure 37 were used to relate mixer tasks to

examples of energy costs for various types of human

activity. The task of scooping of minor ingredients was

related to digging (garden spade in clay soil) from

Table 1, with an energy cost of 7.5 to 8.7 Calorie-per-

minute. For lifting the 50 pound bags and boxes the

task was related to shoveling coal in Figure 37 at an

energy cost of 10.2 Calorie-per-minute. For carrying

the material the task was related to walking (load on

back) from Table 1 at an energy cost of 5.3 Calorie-per-

minute. with 70 batches of minor ingredients in 7 hours

the mixer attendant is working in 6-minute cycles. A

time study on the mixer attendant shows him scooping for

1 minute and 30 seconds, lifting bags and boxes for 40

seconds, carrying loads for 20 seconds, and resting for

3 minutes and 30 seconds. With the time for each event

and energy cost relationship, the average energy



Activity Conditions of work kcal/min

Walking, empty-handed level, smooth surface 4 km/h 2.1
Metalled road, heavy shoes
4 km/h 3.1

Walking, with load on back level, metalled road
, 0 kg load.4 km/h 3.6
30 kg load 4 km/h 5.3

Climbing 16% gradient climbing speed
11.5 mlmin
without load 8.3
20 kg load 10.5

Climbing stairs 30.50 gradient climbing speed
17.2 m/min
without load 13.7
with 20 kg load 18.4

Cycling Speed 16 km/h 5.2
Pulling hand cart 3.6 km/h, level, hard surface

tractive force 11.6 kg" 8.5
Working with axe Two-handed strokes 35

strokes/min 9.&-11.5
Working with hammer Weight of hammer 4.4 kg

vertical strokes, 15 per min 7.3
Filing iron 60 strokes/min, 2.82 kcal/g of

filings 2.5
Shovelling 10 shovels per min, throwing

2 m horizontally and 1 m high 7.8
Sawing wood Two-handed saw, 60 double

strokes/min 9.0
Bricklaying Normal rate 0.0041 rna/min .3.0
Screwdriving Screw horizontal 0.5

Screw vertical 0.7-1.6
Digging Garden spade in clay soil 7.&-8.7
Mowing Clover 8.3
Household work Cooking 1.(}-2.0

Light cleaning; ironing 2.(}-3.0
Making beds; beating carpets;
washing floors 4.0-5.0
Heavy washing 4.0-6.0,
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Table 1. Work Activity to Energy Consumption.

(Source: Grandjean, E. 1981).

consumption per 6-minute cycle is 3.6 Calories-per-

minute. The energy consumption for work during an 8-

hour shift at 3.6 Calorie-per-minute, would be 1728

Calories. Energy consumption using 1700 Calories for



basal metabolism, 600 Calories for leisure and 1728
66

Calories for work, results in a overall total of 4028

Calories.

1.6

This would be rated as heavy work by

2.2 27
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Figure 37. Work Activity to Energy Consumption.

(Source: Passmore and Durnin, 1955 as adapted and

presented by McCormick and Sanders, 1987).

Hettinger's measure. The 3.6 Calorie-per-minute

consumption is the average energy consumption for the 6-

minute cycle. The actual work of 2 minutes and 30

seconds corresponds to a 8.6 Calorie-per-minute energy

consumption. The 8.6 Calorie-per-minute consumption
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rate is reduced to the 3.6 Calorie-per-minute value by

the 3 minute and 30 second rest period. since the

energy consumption is less than 5 Calories-per-minute,

the 3 minutes and 30 seconds should be sufficient time

for rest. The estimated time of rest required for the

mixer attendant using a 5 Calorie-per-minute standard

can be found using the following formula from Murrell;

[50]

R = T ( K - S ) I K - 1.5

R = Rest in minutes

T = Total work time ( 6 min.

K = Avg. Calorie per min. of work ( 8.6 )

S = std. ( 5 cal./min.

1.5 = Resting level in cal./min.

The minimum rest would be a little over 3 minutes

per cycle.
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CHAPTER 7

DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

The alteration of activities for the mixer attendant

resulted in an operational change. The need for the

change was the result of internal forces at Cresline.

The internal forces that lead to the change are as

follows;

1) Organizational structure -- Growth or

increase in required PVC compound to meet production

needs.

2) Task Technology The modifications in

the work area design resulting in a restructuring of

existing tasks and a requirement for retraining.

3) People -- The mixer attendant attitude

and level of motivation resulting from the

debottlenecking and possible increase in work load.

with the debottlenecking of the PVC compounding

operation, the change process was already affecting the

mixer attendant. Cresline used a planned change format

to avoid problems related to the changes. Planned

change occurs when management develops and implements a

program that serves to alter organization activities in

a timely and orderly manner. [51J
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In the change process for the mixer attendant work

arrangement and job requirement, the Lewin-Schein model

was used. In the change process, Lewin and Schein

observed that most individuals found it difficult to

alter attitudes and behaviors that have been practiced

for a long time. [52] The Lewin-Schein model identifies

three general steps to the change process: unfreezing,

changing and refreezing. [53] The resistance to change

can be countered by unfreezing the attitude of the

individual through making the need for change so obvious

that the individual will be willing to accept the

change. [54] The mixer attendant survey was the main

effort to bring the need for change to the mixer

attendant. The survey let the mixer attendant list

problems and suggest changes to help reduce the

problems. This information exchange produced open

communication and participation in the planning stages

for the proposed changes.

The second step in the Lewin-Schein model is the actual

changing from the prior work routine to the new modified

design. Changing occurs when the mixer attendant

accepts and internalizes the changes in attitude and

behavior that are necessary. [55]

The third and final step is refreezing, which occurs

when the changed attitude and behavior are supported and
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reinforced. [56] Even the use of the Lewin-Schein model

to promote the change process did not totally eliminate

the resistance to change by the mixer attendants. The

implementation of a new idea or technique quite often

results in resistance by those who will be affected

most. [57] Resistance is a common occurrence and

therefore it is helpful to understand the main reasons

for resistance to change; [58]

1) Self-Interest Workers in a

organization have interest in what benefits them

directly. Changes that can adversely affect their

interest result in resistance.

2) Uncertainty -- Workers may resist the

change because they are worried and nervous about the

way the change will affect their work and lives.

3) Lack of Understanding and Trust

Failure to understand the change increases the

likelihood of resistance. Bad prior experiences in

change may result in a lack of trust and, in turn,

increased resistance.

4) Different Perceptions -- Management

and workers have differences of opinion about the need

for change and what result the change will have, once

implemented.

5) Lack of Tolerance for Change -- Some

workers feel uncomfortable with change. Even when

workers are shown that the change will not threaten
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their self-interest, the outcomes are certain, a full

understanding and trust is present, and perceptions are

in agreement, the worker may still resist the change.

To help overcome resistance to the changes faced by the

mixer attendant, several strategies were applied. The

first strategy was use of education and communication in

explaining the need and logic for the change. This

involved explaining the compounding operation with

respect to bottlenecking and effects of modifications to

increase output. A great deal of time was spent

explaining the human factors related to the job and how

the revised workplace would help eliminate or reduce the

human factor problems. The second strategy was

participation and involvement of the mixer attendants

through the use of surveys and group meetings. Several

meetings attended by upper management and a

representative for the mixer attendants were held to

help keep an open channel on proposed plans and the

effects of the plans on the compounding operation.

Feedback from the mixer attendants was sought after

changes in the compounding work area. The third strategy

was support from management to help the mixer attendant

adapt to the change. This involved explaining in detail

and actual physical demonstrations to new procedures

involved in the mixer attendants work pattern. After

major changes in the work area, an individual from
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management would stay in the compounding area to explain
the change and answer any questions. By using the three
strategies, the mixer attendants felt that their
participation was instrumental in the change and
appreciated support with retraining after the change was
implemented.
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CHAPTER 8

MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEMS

with the compounder at full capacity of 70 batches for a

7-hour production shift, the mixer attendant will be

lifting 15,318 pounds. To help reduce the amount of

lift, three material handling systems were considered.

A description of the three systems follows;

1) Bucket Elevator -- The bucket elevator

with a feed hopper would be placed in front of the mixer

on the work platform. The bucket elevator would convey

material from the feed hopper to a new larger capacity

hopper replacing the current two small hoppers. The

bucket elevator would reduce the handling of calcium

carbonate by 1.5 lifts. The mixer attendant would be

able to place a 50-pound bag of calcium carbonate

directly over the feed hopper. After removing 12 pounds

from the 50-pound bag, the remaining 38 pounds would be

placed into the feed hopper. The work area for calcium

carbonate would no longer require the 55-gallon drum and

work bench. The system would also reduce the handling

of the four other minor ingredients by the equivalent of

a .5 lift. The four minor ingredients would also be

placed in the bucket elevator feed hopper thereby
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reducing the carry and final lift into the current two

small hoppers. The cost of the bucket elevator is

$1,303. This system would reduce the amount of lifting

for a 7-hour period by 4,773 pounds.

2) Auger -- An auger assembly with a feed

hopper could also be placed on the work platform. The

auger would convey material to a new larger capacity

hopper atop the mixer. since the auger assembly

requires more floor space, the auger assembly would have

to be positioned farther away from the mixer than the

bucket elevator. Installation of the auger would

therefore reduce the handling of calcium carbonate by

only one lift. The work area for the calcium carbonate

would still require the 55-gallon drum and work bench.

The auger, like the bucket elevator, would reduce the

four other minor ingredients by the equivalent of a .5

lift. The cost of the auger assembly is $875. This

system would reduce the amount of lifting for a 7 hour

period by 3,443 pounds.

3) Vacuum System -- This system could

have mUltiple feed hopper locations on the work

platform. Such a system would also feed a new hopper

atop the mixer. Like the bucket elevator, the vacuum

system would reduce the handling of calcium carbonate by

1.5 lifts. The four other minor ingredients would have
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a one lift reduction by using a second feed hopper

located near the four minor ingredients. The cost of

the vacuum system is $8,450. The vacuum system would

reduce the amount of lifting for a 7-hour period by

5,556 pounds. A complete description of each system can

be found in Appendix E.

Economic Analysis

Since the three systems do not produce comparable direct

cost savings, an economic comparison using benefit/cost

has been performed. The benefit would be the reduction

of lift in pounds. The cost is the direct cost of each

system. Cresline, uses a 3-year payback for new

equipment consideration. The interest rate used is the

prime rate. At the time of this project the prime rate

was 11%. A economic yearly annual cost (A) is found for

each system over the 3-year time period by;

A P (A/P,I,N)

Where A = Annual cost, P = Present cost, I = 11%, N = 3

years. The annual cost for each system for the 3-year

time period is;

Bucket Elevator = $538.20

Auger System = $358.06

Vacuum System = $3457.82
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The benefit in pounds is based on a 7-hour time period

with 70 batches per period and 250 weekdays and 50

weekends. The benefit for each system in pounds per

year is;

Bucket Elevator = 1,431,835

Auger System = 1,032,885

Vacuum System = 1,666,770

The Benefit/Cost of each system in pounds reduction in

lifting for yearly dollar cost for the 3-year time

period is;

Bucket Elevator = 2,685 (lbs/$)

Auger System = 2,885 (lbs/$)

Vacuum System = 482 (lbs/$)

From the Benefit/Cost relationship alone, the auger

system would be the first choice because it produces the

largest reduction in lifting per dollar invested. Of

course each system has several other advantages and

disadvantages. The auger system has the best

Benefit/Cost relationship but requires the largest

amount of actual floor space. The bucket elevator would

require almost half the floor space of the auger system

and has a almost equal Benefit/Cost relationship of the

auger system. The vacuum system due to its initial high

cost has the worst Benefit/cost relationship of the

three systems. The vacuum system would require the same
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floor space as the bucket elevator, but could be

positioned in almost any location on the mixer platform.

with all factors considered, Cresline has chosen the

bucket elevator system. The bucket elevator was chosen

primarily on the basis of the Benefit/Cost analysis and

the amount of floor space required compared to an auger

system. The bucket elevator system is currently on

order with expected installation in late July, 1989.

with the bucket elevator installed, the mixer attendant

will be lifting 10,545 pounds-per-shift. This reduces

the amount of lifting for the new work arrangement

design from 15,318 pounds to 10,545 pounds-per-shift; a

31% reduction.
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CHAPTER 9

RESULTS AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

A very significantly redesigned layout has been achieved

in the compounding operation at Cresline-Henderson.

Debottlenecking of the compounder equipment resulted in

a 17% increase in output from 150,000 pounds to 175,000

pounds-per-day.

By using a video tape of the mixer attendant performing

required work duties, several potential human factor

problems were realized. Examination of work height,

straight wrist, and vision angles resulted in a new work

area design. The new work area design resulted in new

work benches and required an additional weigh scale.

This new work area design resulted in a 33% reduction in

lifting requirements for the modified compounding

operation from 22,695 to 15,318 pounds-per-shift. Three

material handling systems were evaluated to help reduce

the required lifting by the mixer attendant. Based on a

benefit/cost comparison and other considerations, a

bucket elevator was ordered for the compounding

operation. The bucket elevator should reduce the

lifting requirement by an additional 31% from 15,318 to

10,545 pounds-per-shift. The final ergonomic compounder
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project with the new work area design and bucket

elevator results in an overall reduction in lifting of

53% from 22,695 to 10,545 pounds-per-shift. The mixer

attendants performing required work duties in the new

work area design have also been recorded on video tape.

When the bucket elevator is installed its operation with

respect to the mixer attendants will also be added to

the video tape.

The new work area design has not only resulted in a

significant reduction in lifting requirements but has

improved overall working conditions and the attitude of

the mixer attendants. The new work area design was a

positive step in enhancing employee-management

relationships.

The total cost breakdown of the ergonomic compounder

project is;

1) New Work Benches -- Material cost to

build new benches for scales and the work benches that

overlap the 55-gallon drums. -- $70.00

2) New Scale (Detecto) -- $715.00

3) Bucket Elevator $1,303.00

Total $2,088.00

The total cost of $2,088 should result in a 53%

reduction in the amount of lifting required by the mixer
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attendant from 22,695 to 10,545 pounds-per-shift. The

Benefit/Cost for the ergonomic-compounder project in

pounds reduction in lifting for yearly dollar cost for

the 3-year time period is;

Ergonomic-Compounder (B/C) = 4,266 (lbs/$)

Considering human factors during the debottlenecking of

the compounding operation allowed for expansion of

output without increasing the number of mixer

attendants. Evaluation of human factors in the revised

work area actually decreased the physical burden on the

mixer attendant.

As the effectiveness of the new design layouts are

studied, consideration concerning the compounding

operation layout with respect to human factors at the

three other manufacturing sites arise. Also the bucket

elevator, auger and vacuum system open areas of

potential new designs in minor ingredient handling.
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APPENDIX A

MIXER ATTENDANT SURVEY
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MIXER ATTENDANT SURVEY. ~. - ,.'

SHIFT \.,,+

AGE 3.3
riC)HEIGHT J I

HOW LONG AT THIS POSITION? ~ ~~;(.r
WHAT ARE YOUR MAJOR COMPLAINTS RELATED TO JOB TASK?

I. PI/57
", L..I rrlNC NIAlol( ~.
'f,. rl1 L tn»; Haf'~~/J 0;:- f3L-iFf1-iI?'S"
• I1/AJol. x o«. ~~t.l-IMC. O~rS'.K/t/
r. IJ 97C'tI 70 TIIJS

~. I111TEf(/IiL L JME .:;f/) r,...-"1 SJ~O's -J-/Ilt/tf TacHM/) OA/5 001...1, j) f.) 111',£T;EIf To (I .5'/'; I'f c c

r, J?#7/l 0/1/ P/foTrC7leJ~ C>r !7V..S'r
WHAT DO YOU FEEL CAN BE DONE TO RELIEVE THE ABOVE COMPLAINTS?

I, f/f'IVTllilC T/I~ £los r

.? fivc..([1( 011 1101J11I/C- c>r 1"1/11/0/1 .7>oC-, ,rt7l(iES"S t./r7M.

}, !3t!;LtJ 5n..OS rOHell) Il'- c JJL~~I/Jr

Lf. )leW SKIt) w)"r# /../~"" o~~ SI,t:Jr' ;\""l9llt

-, J...IM/1'.5 011./ ~1If(f'VMKJ~t./(j. r Eop y
L. !JvTor,/lr/C f//I/t!£TEI( v/I~
/], )..I/~ ~)el( ..5"/7-6' -'-0 17(1.L LJ "TRII.s,y

!. U/fiJ/r wr;( /t/tftf!J Tc; ,,-?J(OTvCT ov/1.s~t""e~

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN GIVEN LIFTING TECHNIQUE TRAINING?
)/0
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MIXER ATTENDANT SURVEY

SHIFT z..,e,

AGE ,lf3

HOW LONG AT THIS POSITION? J yl?S

WHAT ARE YOUR MAJOR COMPLAINTS RELATED TO JOB TASK?

c&£

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CAN BE DONE TO RELIEVE THE ABOVE COMPLAINTS?

! /l ~oaO y.E-",,/?L.,#7/"&-.J JyS/K,4<;

s.

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN GIVEN LIFTING TECHNIQUE TRAINING?
;')0
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MIXER ATTENDANT SURVEY

SHIFT '3,0.....

AGE #J.
", / /

HEIGHT .5
HOW LONG AT THIS POSITION? ~ /I'<'Ov",(-/"'!:>

WHAT ARE YOUR MAJOR COMPLAINTS RELATED TO JOB TASK?
I. pv.:5 -r- J"IU)N!. M /lVor ,'JV:3 t"r r N r.
/. t3low/v') &>,,$1- ofr ;t,. sf'-I'I I '
3. FAN'" 61e, ....,iV'j ~ ./AC...c. <>
If rPNlPAToJre ...... -ti.R $J#>/k~" 7;'/1"'-£ /DO +.
5. SGvp/JV5 hllltEr/" I 9.(Jc~+Lbs A 5/7,"-I"'r
b. DfJMP.sfE/' 7-o.jMt4tl.
7. LAC.K o-r; ANI///rj£ 0-1' M/Nol' £-''-'5'
8, flJ 0 r Ii NO "5 Iv ~"'~5 '" ;t:;/r,
"I.

WHAT DO YOU FEEL CAN BE DONE TO RELIEVE THE ABOVE COMPLAINTS?
/,/ <J ffil\E 0;: .,tJ/'c$ J.. A: 1'. --r £)(h,45 r- ,,-I dvsf-
;{• /+ UII C. L.I Nt I /
3. /1 /1

4. II ,1
f. ,S,£E 0 tv t31r~K,
h. I) t1/'jEI" OUMfJ-r&1"
7t p ~fA 5 tlFet f) IV /7// All/AI0'" EN!j'

~ I IV rlt"K IE 1).(' +1"{:'5" A/1"

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN GIVEN LIFTING TECHNIQUE TRAINING?
flIO
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APPENDIX B
ANATOMICAL DIAGRAMS
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APPENDIX C
ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA
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Table VIA-3: Anthropometric Data, Inches (Adapted from P. C.
Champney, 1979, and B. Muller-Borer, 1981, Eastman Kodak Company;
NASA, 1978.)*

The data here are the same as the data in Table VIA-2, but they are expressed in
inches rather than centimeters.

Population Percentiles,
Males Females SO/50 Males/Females

50th 50th
Measurement percentile ±1S.D. percentile ±1S.D. 5th 50th 95th

STANDING

1. Forward Functional Reach
a. includes body depth at shoulder 32.5 1.9 29.2 1.5 27.2 30.7 35.0

(31.2) (2.2) (28.1) (1.7) (25.7) (29.5) (34.1 )

b. Acromial Process to Functional Pinch 26.9 1.7 24.6 1.3 22.6 25.6 29.3

c. Abdominal Extension to Functional (24.4) (35) (23.8) (2.6) (19.1 ) (24.1) (29.3)

Pincht
2. Abdominal Extension Depth 9.1 0.8 8.2 0.8 7.1 8.7 10.2

3. Waist Height 41.9 2.1 40.0 2.0 37.4 40.9 44.7

(41.3) (2.1 ) (388) (2.2) (35.8) (39.9) (44.5)

4. Tibial Height 17.9 1.1 16.5 0.9 15.3 17.2 19.4

5. Knuckle Height 29.7 1.6 28.0 1.6 25.9 28.8 31.9

6. Elbow Height 43.5 1.8 40.4 1.4 38.0 42.0 45.8

(45.1 ) (2.5) (42.2) (2.7) (38.5) (43.6) (48.6)

7. Shoulder Height ·56.6 2.4 51.9 2.7 48.4 54.4 59.7

(57.6) (3.1 ) (56.3) (2.6) (49.8) (55.3) (61.6)

* These values should be adjusted for clothing and posture.
t Add the following for bending forward from hips or waist: Male: waist, 10 ± 3; hips, 16 ± 3. Female: waist, 8 ± 2; hips, 14 ± 4.
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Table VIA-3: (Continued)

Population Percentiles,
Males Females 50/50 Males/Females

50th 50th
Measurement percentile ±lS.D. percentile ±lS.D. 5th 50th 95th

8. Eye Height 64.7 2.4 59.6 2.2 56.8 62.1 67.8
9. Stature 68.7 2.6 63.8 2.4 60.8 66.2 72.0

(69.9) (2.6) (64.8) (2.8) (61.1 ) (67.1) (74.3)
10. Functional Overhead Reach 82.5 3.3 78.4 3.4 74.0 80.5 86.9

SEATED

11. Thigh Clearance Height 5.8 0.6 4.9 0.5 4.3 5.3 6:5
12. Elbow Rest Height 9.5 1.3 9.1 1.2 7.3 9.3 11.4
13. Midshoulder Height 24.5 1.2 22.8 1.0 21.4 23.6 26.1
14. Eye Height 31.0 1.4 29.0 1.2 27.4 29.9 32.8
15. Sitting Height, Normal 34.1 1.5 32.2 1.6 32.0 34.6 37.4
16. Functional Overhead Reach 50.6 3.3 47.2 2.6 43.6 48.7 54.8
17. Knee Height 21.3 1.1 20.1 1.0 18.7 20.7 22.7
18. Popliteal Height 17.2 1.0 16.2 0.7 15.1 16.6 18.4
19. Leg Length 41.4 1.9 39.6 1.7 37.3 40.5 43.9
20. Upper-Leg Length 23.4 1.1 22.6 1.0 21.1 23.0 24.9
21. Buttocks-to-Popliteal Length 19.2 1.0 18.9 1.2 17.2 19.1 20.9
22. Elbow-to-Fist Length 14.2 0.9 12.7 1.1 12.6 14.5 16.2

(14.6) (1.2) (13.0) (1.2) (11.4) (13.8) (16.2)
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APPENDIX D
DETECTO #1450 SCALE DATA
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APPENDIX E
MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEMS



JOB PHONE

Specialists in:
custom Metal Fabrication
Materials Handling Equipment
Installation & Erection
Installation Erection

95

718 W. Uncoln Ave.
Chandler, IN 47610
Ph. 812·925-3341

STAHLEQUIPMENT INC.

Januar 26 1989PROPOSAL SUBMITIED TO
Cresline Plastics Compan

PHONE DATE

STREET
Box 41

JOB NAME

ARCHITECT DATE OF PLANS

Paul Ludwi

lTV, STATE AND ZIP CODE
Henderson, KY 42420

JOB LOCATION

Stahl Equipment propcses to furnsih the following:

1 175GH Bucket Elevator with 6' discharge
(your choice) 1 H.P. TEFC 3-PH Motor.

HT. which includes inlet hopper,
$1,178.00

INl I,.>.~~r .Qv:

1 F ~ ,"J t ? . 3 a$ h DPSF J k H P 3 p9 TEEe MotOE BtLt prj 379
~61S.88

1 4" Auger with agitator hopper, same as above. $875.00

Capacity = 100# plus per minute
Includes Delivery

The terms and conditions on the reverse of this sheet constitute a part of this proposal and agreement

Prices are F.O.B. =
Price to be increased or decreased to extent of increase or decrease in freight rates at date of shipment with rate at date of quotation.

Terms 2% 10 Days/Net 30
Shipment Our Delivery

By,__ --=S.:.:.TA..:.:H.:.:L:...:E=.:Q=.:U:..:I :...:PM::.:.:E=.:NTT~, .:.:1N:;,:C:..:....-:-----:--.--_,

DATE DATE ------------------
OVER

STAHL EQUIPMENT, INC.
By·-------------------;::Se":":'7:le-=-r.

The above Proposal is accepted, Order Accepted

By -=_
Buyer.



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The Seller u~ay. at. its option suspend work and deliveries under this contract
~.x.l.:e~t.fur cash, lLin Its ctplDlOn,-i?C credit of the Purchases. becomes-doubtful or
Impaired, until the Selle}: has rfeceJ\Gfd... full se ttlement or satisfactory security for
shipments ,made and services rendered and is satisfied as to Purchaser's credit for
furt~r-l' shlpmen~If Purchaser- fails or-refuses to make payment as provided, or-to
furnish such sat~sfactory secur-ity, the Saller shall. have 'the right- to enforce payment
of the full ccntr act value of the mater-ial and labor already furnished or in process
and may, eith~r--c~~eel the-unfin-ished portion of tbw-corrtracbr-or may proceed with
t~e contract, m which latter case the Seller shall be entitled to such an extension of
tlm,e ,for the performance .the~eof, as is necessitated by the suspension. Seller's
ormsston promptly to ex~rcIse ItS. foregoing rights On account of failure of buyer
to make payment or fur-nish secur-ity shall not be any waiver of Seller's rights to do
so on the contmuance or r-ecurrenca of any such default,

The Seller will not be respcnaible for delays arising from causes beyond its
reasonable control and shall be responsible unly for reasonable dilig-ence in making
shipments. Acceptance of mater-ials on delivcry shall constitute a waiver of any
claims for damages on account of delays.

No claims for compensation for errol's 01' defects in material or workmanship will
be allowed unless Seller is given immediate notice ami opportunity to Investigate,
inspect and correct the alleged errors and defects, and if such are found and arc not
corrected :Qy Seller, the compensation allowed to Purchaser shall be only the
reasonalJle' cost of replacing the defective or cor'recting the error in the materials
involved and Seller will under no circumstances payor be liable for any claims
resulting from use of improper. defect.ive or damaged material. Purchaser shall
carefully check material immediately upon arrival at destination, as no claims for
shortage will be entertained unless filed with the Seller in wrtt.ing within five days
thereafter, and noted on the original freight bill by the local agent of the carrier.

No back charge. for labor, or any other deduction., from the atated amoqnt of
thi. agreement, will be allowed by Seller unleu .pedficaUy authorized in writiD,.

Until paid for, or incorporated in structure. the title to and ownership and rigoht
of possession of the material cd\'ered by this contract shall remain in the Seller, and
in case the Purchaser shall become insolvent, or refuse or neglect to pay for material
herein provided, the Seller may at its option, without process of law, r-etake possession
of any or all material wherever the same may be found. except as provided above. and
credit the amount of the Purchaser with the value thereof to the Seller, less the
necessary cost and freight charges in retaking the same.

No one has authority to depart from the terms and conditions of sale as set forth
on the face and the back hereof, nor to make any representations or arrangements
other than those printed hereon whether in the execution or in the performance or
pursuance of the contract, unless the same are written on this Quotation or are given
In writing with it or in pursuance of it, and are fully approved in writing by the
Seller's Home Office.

All materials in this contract are furnished in accordance with the conditions of
the code of Standard Practice.

It is agreed, that in the event the Seller is required by law to pay any tax on
the sale covered by this contract or any part of! it,-tHe amount of such tax will be
added to the otherwise contracted price.

In the event it becomes necessary to file suit covering materials or labor..1urnished
on this contract, Purchaser agrees to pay all necessary court costs and Seller's
attorney's fees of 1(10/0 of the amount sued -fOT.

J

9
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lAN-10-B9 TUE 19:05 PROTECH 5137938025

97

10979 ReedHartman Highway Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 (513) 793-8022
FAX # 513/793-8025

TELEFAX TRANSMITTAL FORM

[-<lu1Ludwig 1-10-89

COHPAN~, CRE5LINE
.~_~ __,__._~.__ ~ DATE: __ ~_

FAX #: 502-826-8319

-----------~,,- ---_._-- -_. -----
J:"f Hoore------_._------- DEPARTMENT:

'-, ','NJ:,e-r'J'ED INCLUDING THIS FOEM: 1------- _._._--
:'-,.:,,-..',,:;redientAddition System------------

~~ described in your January 3 fax looks gooc
-',';- ingredients addition application.

S1uipment would be required to accomplish

-. - - -- . -......... --........ ""-"'- - "
,01 Vdcuum blower package (5 Hpj (Sutorbilt)

" 1<';-7III pulse-jet filter/receiver wlt ._t.YP~
,·t contact construction

'''bing - 2 1/2" 0.0. aluminum

1'-, ~):stc~m(.:ost ~ ~ $ 8,450.00
.~---'-----------,---,---

filter/receiver described above and vacuum blower package

c~uld bo used in a future automated system.

Regards, Jeff Moore
-_.~----- -~------'----

----. ---_ ..._.._--
le~~G colI pro~eeh @ 513 70J 0022 if t~on~mi~~~on i~ not r¢~~ivv~.

"Solutions To Processing Challenges"
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SECTION 2
DATA SHEET
AVR RECEIVER
Effective 12-1-87
Supersedes 3-30-87

AVR PNEUMATIC RECEIVER

P.O. Bolt 205 • sabetha, Kansas 66534 • Toll Free 1-800-223-2191
or In Kansas Call ColJ8C1 913-284-2191

Telex II No. "0-1$-6500 •

o NOTES:
1.AII dimensions are in inches.
2. Timer control panel, 11Ovolts required.
3. '10" NPT. 90-100 PSI, clean, dry air

required. See SCFM for volume.
4. 1,4" NPTmust have pipe plug if differ-

ential pressure gauge is not used.
5. Filters with 18" bags have bolted ser-

vice doors. This dimension will be 2".
6, AVR32 and larger have bolted legs

rather than support frame .
7. "H" is maximum. Larger inlets can

be used. but can velocity should be
checked.

8. Stack-up "E" is based on max. inlet
size "H". When "Hi. dia. inlet line
size is 2'12", 3th", etc. use next
larger size for sidewall and inner cone dimensions (I.E .• 2'h "-use
3")_

9. May vary per unit.
10. Hopper is a constant 60G• "C" dimension will vary with the size of

the discharge. See Hopper Schedule.
11. Add 4" to the overall stack-up and legs on '!-VR7 if mating airlock

is equipped with RIA reducer and XPl/PF motor. 4" extension must
be balled between hopper and airlock. This applies only if unit is,I... supplied with legs.

12. This is the maximum that will fit under the legs with no chance of
interference.

13. Clearance listed is for std. legs and 60' hoppers only.
14. Unit construction tor 17" HG, or 40" WG, (AVR52 - 40" WG. only).
15. ladder and service platform available on 72AVR52 and up.
16. level indicator and vibrator mounting available.
17. Unless otherwise specified. orientation shown is standard.
18. Differential pressure gauge, if supplied, shipped VIA U.P.S. to be

mounted by customer.

~COUNrUO.OClCWJSt lNUt

~"");.~J rAp;::;., f'DOA.'Y;·DlA.P_+~:j~)w 0:1
; I l 1 I I
l!I E!I l!I-....I.-f!J
AVl21 ANDSMAllU AVlt.12ANDlAJ:9U

VIM 1-1 LtG,.AD LAYout

AVO 1 1A 21 • 2 .. S2

A-A •• 53 63'. "6'/,. SO'~. 5.4'1,.
B-B 29~ .,~ "7'1.

"O·UHAUST

"mo.

99

@ Min. Airlock Clearance
MOOEL CLOTH NO, OF

A 8 @ 0 @@ F 6 (j) ® @ MAXIMUM SCFM8x6 14% 7.7 17'1< AREA 8AGS C E H J K AIRLOCK

10.8 14% 9.9 15 18AVR 7 17 4 891%. 17'h
12"0 12% 12x12 14'1< 36AVR 7 34

7 28
40

18~. 421h 1071Y" 22 10"
3 7 7.758 12"2 3.3

16.,2 10 15.15 14 54AVR 7 52 e 1251 t, 30 DlA.

2OX15 8% 18.18 11% 72AVR 7 69 76 143"1,. 38
18AVR14 34 22 103

1

""
17Y2

(j)lPNEUMATIC RECEIVER SCHEDULE 36AVR14 69 40" 1211¥.. 22
"H" OIA. IV, 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 '» 54AVR14 104 14 40 "fa" 27'l. 52'1< 1391~" 30

10"
5 8 9.9 12.,2 4,7

CC 4 5 7 9 10 12 16 t9 72AVRI4 139 T6" 157'~. 38
DIA.

00 5 7 9 12 13 16 21 24 96AVR14 185 ToO 1811';. 48

@! HOPPER SCHEDULE I .. 36AVR21 104 40 1301';. 22- Ts'AVR FILTER 54AVR21 156 1481';. 30
AIRLOCK "J" DlA,

7 I 14 I 21 I 32 I 39 I 52 72AVR21 209
21 47 76 30'h 58314

1661';. 38
10.20 6 12 12.,2 18.,8 5,4

FLANGE Discharge
"C" DIMENSION 96AVR21 278 rwo 1901"1' 48

8.6 6 191/4 29\\ 54AVR32 239 ~ 160~. 30
7.7 7 18\\ 28'10 34'l. 72AVR32 318 32 60 76 41'" 70 178~1I 38 10.20 6 12 12.12 ,2"2 65

tOX8, 9:<9 8 17V, 27% 34 45'" - - 96AVR32 425 10'0 202:1f,. 48
12.10 10 15'10 26l\ 3211. 43V, 48~. 53'l. 54AVR39 291 58 1707/11 30

16.,2, 12x12 12 30V, 41 '10 47 52l\ 72AVR39 388 39 66 T6" 47 7511. 1887/" 38 10.30 8 12 12x12 12.12 7.5
15.15 14 28'1< 40 45V. 503/. 6AVR39 518 10'0 2121/" 48
20.15 15 27% 39l\ 44\\ 49lh 72AVR52 518 76 193Y2 38
t8.,8 18 25 '1. 3511241'" 47 ~6AVR52 690

52 72 Iuio 50~. 80~. 21]1/2
10.30 8 14 15.,5 15x15 9.1

48

For more information M'( Print UXXXl87. ~
Informanon on lhi~page subject lOchange without notice.
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100

F'(1:) Sf'O.

% ""(l')O'C·1¢§........
15 W 10.

i 5"10
,-==, .

",

RECTANGULAR UHAUST FLANGE DETAIL
"'G- UHAUST

EXHAUST DIMENSiONS

SIZE W X Y Z

10x20 20 • SlI 23

IOx3O 30 6 5V. 33

lOdS .5 8 5"14. .8

NOTES:
1. AU dimensions are in inches.
2. Timer control panel. 110 volts required.
3. ~" NPT. 90-100 PSI, clean, dry air required. See

SCFM for volume.
4. y." NPT, must have pipe plug, if differential pressure

gauge is not used.
5. Fillers with 18" bags have boiled service doors. This

dimension will be 2".
6. Ladder and service plattorm available on 72AVR62 and

up.
7. Unit construction stressed for 17" Hg., or 40" Wg.
8. AVR52 thru AVA80 are not available stressed for 17"

Hg.
9. Hopper is a constanl60°. "C" will vary with the size of

the discharge.
10. Add 4" to the overall stack up and legs on AVR 7, if

mating airlock is equipped with RIA reducer and X-Pl
proof motor. 4" extension must be bolted between hop-
per and airlock.

11. May vary per job.
12. This is maximum airlock that will fit under assembly with

standard leg frame.
13. Differential pressure gauge, if supplied, shipped via

UPS to be mounted by customer.

8x6 14'" 7x7 17%
10x8 14 'h 9x9 15'1.

12xl0 12'" 12x12 14%
16x12 10'1. 15x15 14'1.
20x15 8'h 18x18 12

MINIMUM CLEARANCE UNOER AiRLOCK
UsIng Standard legs Only

For mor~ information s« Print 1[)'J(X)8.6.
Information on Ihis pal~ subjecl to chanle without nOlice.

c SECTION 2
DATA SHEET

AIR VENT FILTERS
Effective 3-14-88
Supersedes 7-1-87

ha, Kansas 66534 • Toll Free 1~223-2191
uect 913--264-2191

FAX .1113-284-35085

AVR FILTER

"""'="~7 .. &.
'1.-.2" FlANGE-

o4.VII 7 14 21 32 3t S2 62 10 :I
A-A ~9 53 63~ 46'J,. SO"I.. S4l/;. 62''1.. 69'1..
B-B 29% 41'to 47'4 --

.- --u,.--t'ii"ii'l.l r-0 '"
''ll __ b_1 ~ !""'"'~'''... r"'w.u .............-p &c::!:!:LJ CAN Ii HINGED Ie ~ ~ tn 12'4

O"f- --=-=f -- ~:?\~~o.&.~.,!.r't \ /1 • \

{'J '1.,"0104. •• '4- RADIAl ~ ~ \ ,': : • l
norree HOl£SEQUo4.UY SPACED ;~ I • F /""1
ONll'Io-DlA.,OlTOlCU rnONALSlUIEXHAI1S'. ' \ I J ~ ~ "-

£0", :::":':'~::'':'...\: . ~,~,
".. 1] ~~:J -.::-~~-.@ -':+- ' ,1~_}<

A ' ~ I I A '
10· DIA. EXHAUST FlANGE 't....--l:!::: -----f I~ I '0.(

A T ':2--=_-.,,-j '" .. "T" , >-.... ~
.,...o.D.J 'l l'l~~ .,jl cill
tNIET 1~'j ~"

~~ , ~I I ,....-$uppor, FlAME ! i I I

fi F' ~lr ~1'~~g~AL) II I D@
i!._ .11 ,I! ~J @~ l!
i I r----t-4- 11 I _,." o. -"'0" i1! j ----I.:!:."d j ! .. .
II '!I II':LANGE Ii!

4 U U if 1ic , --'----'.

1062

MOOEL
CLOTH
AREA

&. F
E®
80'l• 17\/2

9811. 22

116',\ 30

134J. 38

91Y. 17'12
109'1, 22

127~ 30

145'1. 38

169Y. 48

115~ 22

133',\ 30

151 'I, 38

175~ 48

144% 30

162% 38

186',\ 48

149Y. 30

167s/, 38

191Y. 48

172'" 38

196'" 48

183Y. 38

207Y. 48

191~ 38

215Y. 48

®
C

NO. OF A
8AGS

o8

18AVR 7 17

36AVR 7 34

54AVR 7 52
72AVR 7 69
18AVR14 34

36AVR14 69
54AVR14 104
72AVR14 139

96AVR14 185

7

..E..
28 ~ 193/. 42112
~ ®

76

14

..E..
40 i.29'1. 52,"

~
100

36AVR21 104

54AVR21 156

72AVR21 209

32
~.

60 ..2£... 43 ¥" 70
100

96AVR21 278

54AVR32 239
72AVR32 318

96AVR32 425

21

~
47 ~ 35¥. 58'1.

~
100

54AVR39 291
3972AVR39 388

96AVR39 518

72AVR52 518
52 72 ~ 54 80Y.

10096AVR52 690

96AVR62 823
62 84 ~ 64% 91

100
72AVR62 617

72AVR80 797
80 93 ~ ny. g81/~

10096AVR80

er D1A. HOUSIMG W DtA_ HOUSING

ANDiMAlUI AND lAIGU

VlfW 1·1 MOUNT Po4.DlAYOUT

AVI 7 .. 21 " " " " ..
l 15'4 22 25'10 32'1.. as' "" ~4';, ..,
H ... ... '" ." 53'A. 62~.. 68'.

G e @ K
MAXIMUM SCFM

H J AIRLOCK

10" PER

J08
6 8x6 12x12 3.3

OiA. @

10" PER
6

OIA. J08
12x12 4.78x6

10x20
PER

8x6 18x18 5.4
J08

6

PER
10x20 10 12xl0 12x12 6.5

J08

10x30
PER

12xl0 12x12 7.510
J08

PER
12x1210x30 10 12x10 9.1

J08

10x45
PER

12xl0 18x18 10.6
J08

10

PER
12xl0 18x18 13.210x45 10

JOB

I
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